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NEW AT JIFF 2015
Jaipur, 19 September: Seventh Jaipur International Film Festival (1 to 5th Feb., 2015) will not
only have the screening of national and international films across India but also International
Script/Screenplay/Story Competition-ISC@JIFF (mind to audience’ with the punch line) to its
array of garland. This would be promoted by InkTrip which is used by producers and reps used
as option, purchase, hire, and sign more than 500 scripts and writers in the last 2 years and four
writers get their scripts optioned or sold each week with InkTip. In fact, it's the most successful
resource out there for producers and writers.
The festival founder-director Hanu Roj shared, “There has been a lack of platform in India,
where the writer could produce their work. Numerous writers have insisted upon special
section for the writers too since JIFF started.”
Besides he added, “After the last year interactive writers ball where renowned professional
screenwriters and directors who have contributed in Hindi cinema Kamlesh Pandey Anjum
Rajabali, Sriram Raghavan and Vikramaditya Motwane. We finally decided to organise first of its
kind special competition for scripts and screenplay.”
He further disclosed that writers will be given an opportunity to get their scripts read by
qualified industry professionals and network of producers, reps, manager, agents etc.
He further disclosed that 3 from each section would be selected and felicitated with certificate.
Besides their script would be sent to national and international writers and director.
Besides interested participant can submit online on the website of InkTip or Withoutabox till
15th December, 2014. One writer can submit maximum 2 scripts or stories.
JIFF's top 3 screenwriting competition winners will each receive an InkTip Script Listing: A listing
of their script on InkTip so that producers and reps can find them.

JIFF 2015 would be organized from 1-5 February, 2015. Film submission deadline is 30th
October, 2014. The film submission can be done online as well as through downloaded forms
from its website www.jiffindia.org.
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